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Athletic Budget Will Bear
$36,000 Penalty for Lobos
Paula Easley
Sports Editor

UNM President William E. Davis
read the official penalties handed
down from the NCAA Infractions
Committee regarding the Lobo
men's basketball team yesterday
morning at a press conference.
"We feel that this is a very appropriate penalty, we never expected no penalty," said Davis.
The basketball team was placed
on probation for three years as a
result of 34 violations committed.
The violations go back to the
time Norm Ellenberger became the
UNM coach in 1973. The report on
the violations states, "Based upon
information provided university
officials by athletic department
staff members, the university's
1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978 and
1979 certification of compliance

with NCAA legislation were
erroneous."
For the first two years of the
probation period the team will end
its season with its last regularly
scheduled in-season game and will
not be eligible to participate in any
postseason basketball competition.
Another penalty placed on the
university was a $36,000 fine. This
stems from the ineligibility of
players who participated in the first
round of the NCAA tournament in
1978. The NCAA asked the
university to return 90 percent of it
gross receipts from the game, which
is around $36,000.
Director of Athletics John
Bridgers said the money would
come from the overall athletic
budget.
The names of team members
found ineligible at the time of the
1978 game, was not disclosed,

Busing Bill Faces Veto
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Saying he was turning back a
"strong encroachment" on
presidential powers, President
Carter vowed Thursday to veto an
anti-busing measure supported by
southern conservatives and Ronald
Reagan.
Carter said the $9.1 billion
appropriations bill on which the
Senate completed congressional
action Wednesday includes strong
anti-busing language would have
imposed "an unprecedented
prohibition" against government
use of the courts to ensure that the
Constitution and federal civil rights
laws are enforced.

It would have barred the Justice
Department from going to court to
seek
school
busing
for
desegregation purposes.
The House Thursday passed a
major mass transit and highways
bill, voting to let communities
provide alternate transportation for
the handicapped instead of reequipping entire transit systems to
accommodate the disabled.
Under the measure, local transit
systems would be relieved of
requirements that they make their
systems fully accessible to the
handicapped - such as providing
buses with facilities for picking up
wheelchairs - if they provided
alternate transportation.

The team is also prohibited from
appearing on any NCAAcontrolled
television
program
during the 1980-81 season and
!981-82 academic year.
The number of scholarships that
the basketball program is allowed
was not included in the penalties.
Also, the university will be
allowed to remain as the site for the
1983 NCAA basketball championships. But the regionals, which
are scheduled to be held at UNM in
1982, is still under question.
"The violations of NCAA
legislation in this case were
numerous and significant, involving cash benefits as well as
tampering with academic records.
The committee would have imposed
an even more severe penalty were it
not for the constructive attitude the
university has displayed in
cooperating with the NCAA
throughout this investigation, and
the vigorous actions the university
has taken to prevent the recurrence
of similar violations in the future,''
said the chairman of the NCAA
Committee on Infractions, Charles
Alan Wright.
"We can play on TV during the
regular season and they're not
going to take any scholarships away
from us and we're going to have the "Watch this one float to the roof.'' Mike Kehoe finds cheap en·
NCAA finals here in 1983. That's tertainment as an alternative to studying. (Photo by Randy Mon·
great," said UNM head basketball toy a)
coach Gary Colson.
Davis said the university's
concerns will be with "trying to
prove that we can promote the
NCAA tournament and that we
would like to have the regionals
here."
So the next question for which
university has to await an answer
will be., "do we get the '82 tourThe ASUNM Book Co-op will be at the highest possible price and to
nament?"
buying and selling students' books buy books as cheaply as possible,"
from now until the end the he said.
All books are for sale to any
semester.
David Lauer, director of the person wishing to buy them, he
ASUNM Book Co-op, said the co- said, and the co-op will buy any
op will accept any book that a book, not just tex:ts.
Love said.
"If a student brings in a book
student may wish to sell. Each
She said, "The legislature does student is free to decide the fair and the co-op is unable to sell it, We
not recognize the medical library as resale price of the book, but the will return it to the student,'' he
a service to main campus.".
lower the price, the better the said. Unsold texts must be picked
"It's not just a funding
up by May 19 or they will become
chance it will be sold.
problem," she said. "We only have
If a book is being used during the the property of the co-op.
a funding problem if they want us Spring, 1981, semester, the co-op
There is also a sales commission
to extend our services to main will immediately pay 30 percent of based on the resale price of the
campus students."
the original price of textbook. If the book.
Undergraduate main campus original price is not indicated, the
The co-op will also be open again
students cannot check out books co-op will attempt to sell the book, three or four days before the
from the medical library but can but will be unable to offer im- beginning of the spring semester, he
use the materials. Graduate
said.
mediate cash.
students can apply for a library
Lauer said the Newman Center
"The immediate cash is a big
card.
breakthrough," he said. "It has such a co-op but it terminated
Love said the medical library's provides healthy competition with due to lack of interest.
first priority is the medical other bookstores.''
The co•op is located in room 251
students, and if a book goes to
"J'he whole idea is to give of the Student Union Building; the
main campus, then north campus students a chance to sell their books telephone number is 277~2336.
students can't-use it.
"We're between the devil and
the deep blue sea,'' she said.
A possible solution would be two
copies, she said. "This whole thing
kind of snowballs."
A number of solutions are
available, she said. Zimmermann
Dec. 19- 8 a.m. to midnight,
The Zimmerman Library will
could buy the extra book, or the
and Dec. 20- 9a.m. to6 p.m.
medical library could hire more change its regular hours during the
During the winter break, the
week of final exams and winter
help.
library will be dosed Sundays but
She said, "We just have to see break.
The hours during finals week will open Monday through Friday from
which is more cost effective.
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturdays
Manpower is extremely expensive, be:
from 10 a.m. to S p.m. The library
Dec. 12- S a.m. to midnight;
and it is sometimes cheaper to buy
will also be closed Dec. 25 and 26
Dec. 13- 9 a.m. to midnight;
the extra book,'' she said.
and Jan. 1and 2.
Dec. 14-lOa.m. to2a.nt.;
c•sometimes you ca,tt find a
Regular library hours will be kept
Dec. IS through IS- 8 a.m. to 2
splution that takes thought and
during closed week.
a.m.;
cooperation,'' she said.

·Students Decide Prices
For Co-op Book Resale

Medical Library Not For Everyone
Helen Gaussoin

The Medical Center Library just
can't afford to serve the needs of
main campus students, the north
campus librarian said.
Erika Love said if a main campus
professor wants a book on reserve
in the medical library, the medical
library has to pay for the extra
manpower at the reserve desk.
She said an agreement not to
duplicate materials in the main

campus Zimmermann Library
creates the manpower problem for
the medical library.
"We have two workers behind
the desk now, and they work their
hind ends off. We need to have at
least three, but that takes money,
and that we just haven't got," she
added.
Zimmermann Library's budget is
based on how many people use the
library, but the medical library
funds are appropriated by the state,

Zimmerman To Alter Hours
For Exam Week, Vacation

Medical Ctnter Library
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World News

by United Press International

Troops Available To Strike Poland

Need Extra Storage Space?

The Storage Place
5' by 5' by 9' locker· s1 0.00/mo.
5' by 1 0' by 9' locker· s16.00/mo.
Ten Mmutes
From UNM
k
4200 Boqan N.E.;

LOSDOS - We·,tern military
exper:•, say the Soviet Union can
q~;d:!;. mu>ter 300,fXJO of its troops
f<,: ar. irr.asion of Poland- about
:he oame number it used in the 1968
~~.:
r.:r; Czechoslovakia.
Thi; ·<.eek's dcsure of the East
rJ~:rr.ar.-Pvlish border to Western

..1" :

:::-.:~~~a::.r;bsen ers, reports of
=.::~:a::~
n:ar..eu·"ers
:n
Cz-:;.:--_: ~:-::. a~!a and e-.. ~der.:e o!
~<··· ~-=: ~.a::-:e;..n ers -elsev. here nea!
p: ..El.::: ::a~ e rat sed fea:s ~f.a! ~!1-~:::.

:-.. ~.; a:e

El';;:~::~

~:::~:--.,;;:.:.

divisions are in Eastern Europe and
more ~han 30 di\ iskms are in r.he

\\'e) tern So·, fe! Cnion4
We-,tem mUitar:• experts belie,·e
Mo,cov. can mus~er 30 divisions of
3(/J,fXIJ men - abou' the same
number used in the 1968 in>a5ion of
Cze~hoslovakia.

And :hat doe> not include troop;
f:orr. v:arsa"" Pa::: allies s~ch as
Ea '' Germar.j· and Cz~hoslo·. akia,

C:;-th tarsi: ::ritRcSc of de;·elopmenr.s

:r. Polan:!.
~·.er~~

I: is certain that in the

a~ ~r.·"aslon, Mos.cov,'
·,;t ::..::: ~-"ar..: force5 from sister
:;-:;~;~~~: ~·:~Un!r!e! !O pan~cipatel if

o!

:~:· :·-.o.: s:~;;e: :a.ni'.
::-: a: :ea1: 2JJ.f'ffj !!":G.o;;
2i:!'ea::• a:-e s:a::::.e::! ::: P:::a::::. :i) !:..·: r."J:'h:r:g ei~~ than appearances.
:.·.::~ ::::

----------

~·--·

-· -----

Some v:e;tern analyst> >aw the
troop movements as pan of a series

of So' iet saber rattling> w Poland.
The mJlitary acthit:r· also coincides
with the semi-annual rotation of
conscripts in Eastern Europe, a
process that takes several weeks,
invohe; thou>ands of troops and
offers a perfe;:t smoke screen ior an
imasion.
But since Poland is an integral
part of the sm·iet alliance, !'.1oscow
would have a tough time launching
a supri>e invasion unless at least the
higher echelons of the Polish
military e;tablishment were in the
plot.

Syria Agrees
To Pull Back
BEIRCT, Lebanon - A Saudi
Arabian mediator said Thursday
S;-ria has promised to withdrav. its
troops from the border v.ith Jordan
and a S:rTian spokesman confirmed
the crisis had been resoh ed, as far
as Damascus was concerned.
Hov.e;er, an estimated 50,000
S>Tian troops were still deployed
and there 1\as no \\ord on when
11itbdra\1al would begin.
At the same time, a Pentagon
spokesman in Washington said fil·e
planeloads of military spare parts
and ammunition would be
dispatched to Jordan v;ithin 10
days.

Indian Student Overcomes
Bad High School Education
!\fare L. Mervis
Inadequate high school career
advisement and counseling and an
insufficient background in math
and science are obstacles a UNM
Native
American
Indian
engineering student is actively
seeking to overcome in his quest for
a civil engineering degree.
John L King entered the Native
American Program in the College
of Engineering (NAPCOE) in the
fall of 1976.
King, who graduated from
Gallup High School, said, "In my
case, there was really no one there
to tell me or advise me of the importance of my future. There was
really no adequate advisement or
counseling when I got out of
school.
"I didn't realize that I was really
underprepared until I got into the
military. I was in a construction
battalion. We had to do some
surveying projects. 1 realized that
my math just wasn't there," King
said.
"It was partly my fault because I
just didn't care about anything in
high school. My thing in high
school was playing basketball. But
again, I guess it would be the fault
of the school not to really emphasize to me bow important my
education was. They let us get by
with a lot of things."
"I should have taken classes then
so I wouldn't be so disadvantaged.
I think I'm pretty much caught up

in math. In vocabulary, I still need
to catch up. Native American
students are really at a disadvantage
because of their limited vocabulary
(in English)."
King began construction work
during summer breaks from school
and worked with his father building
homes and schools. This work
eventually lead to an interest in civil
engineering.
"When I worked with the Public
Health Service, we were working
with water and sanitation
distribution systems for various
Indian communities in the Gallup
area. That's what kept me interested."
King, who also speaks Navajo,
plans to graduate in May, 1981. He
said he would like to work for the
U.S.
forest
Service
after
graduation. ''I'd like to work with
some people who might not have
me stay in an office all day long. I
can't stand staying cooped up in an
office," King said.
He said he lived in boarding
houses in Gallup while attending
public school from the third grade
through high school graduation. "I
was never among so many little
white kids in my life. It took me a
while to settle down."
He said most Indian students he
grew up with either went into the
military or employment such as
mining
after
high
school
graduation; very few went on to
college.
"Prior to my separation from the

:O.taj. Gen. Jerry Curry said the
supplies were part of the military
parts Jordan ordered some time
ago,

Pearl Harbor: Hour
Of Change for U.S.

Navy, I made up my mind I was
going back to school. I just
couldn't see myself being a laborer
for somebody else for the rest of my
life," he said.
The NAPCOE program sponsors
a four-week summer institute for
prospective Native American
Indian engineering students each
July. NAPCOE Director Jim C.
Shorty said the institute brings 15
Indian high school students into the
program each summer and offers
them intensive courses in math,
English and engineering.
He said one purpose of the
program is to "expose (students) to
various fields of engineering." The
NAPCOE program also offers
tutoring services and assistance in
securing financial aid.
Field trips are taken to Sandia
Laboratories, Public Service
Company of New Mexico, Los
Alamos Laboratories and local
private consulting firms, Shorty
said.
He said most of the students who
attend the oui:''ller institute return
to UNM and the NAPCOE
program in the fall. If students
complete an associate of science
degree in pre-engineering, they
invariably go on to complete their
undergraduate engineering degrees,
Shorty indicated.
Seven Native American Indian
engineering students are expected to
graduate in 1981 and at least five
are expected to complete their
studies the following year.

Commentary
by Lee Deck

America's history has given us numerous holidays, and on Dec. 7,
we observe one of them.
The <~!tack on Pearl Harbor 39 years ago created that moment in
history for which the nation pauses for a moment each Dec. 7 in
remembrance of 2600 men and women who lost their lives aboard
ship and on the ground during an attack by the Japanese,
The attack lasted one hour and live minutes, but when it ended,
three American battleships were sunk, with three more disabled and
1000 men were left entombed in the U .S.S. Arizona. One-hundred
and sixteen American planes were destroyed before the smoke
cleared, with 600 men killed on the ground.
The historical significance of Pearl Harbor is far greater than an
attack lasting 6S minutes. The attack brought the U.S. into the
second world war and unified the population against Japan and
Germany.
We may explore the significance of Pearl Harbor still further. The
sneak attack on Pearl Harbor was the first step in ending America's
isolation from world affairs, The nation built up powerful armies
and naval power, developed sophisticated weaponry, including the
atomic bomb; and oh, Lord, yes, we got even, by dropping that
bomb on Japan.
The nation has long since made peace with Japan, and most of us
even forgave them - probably because most of us were either too
young or unborn 39 years ago. But, maybe we should remember that
this nation's incessant megalomania for more and more exotic
weaponry, the draft, foriegn C.I.A. activities and other fearprovoking behavior toward other countries, began with Pearl
Harbor.
So, we remember Pearl Harbor, along with The Alamo, Gettysburg and the Battle of Concord as an important segment of
American history.
While we are reminiscing about the country's great battles and
those soldiers who became legendary heroes of the battles, let's take
an extra moment to remember, and pay tribute,to those men and
women who lost their Jives at Pearl Harbor.

2216 Central
265-5986

Saudi Prince Abdullah Ibn Abdel
Aziz, back from a mediation
mission to Damascus and Amman,
said Syrian President Hafez Assad
guaranteed "to withdral\ the
troops gradually" and de-escalate
the confrontation started when
Syria began massing troops along
the border last week.
Syrian Infonnation Minister
Ahmad Iskandar said later Syria
had made its point and would
consider the crisis resolved. He did
not indicate when the troops would
be withdrawn but other officials
said the pullback would be gradual
and begin in the near future,

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE A FREE POSTER
OF THESE GUYS
HANGING AROUND YOUR ROOM?

MIAs Reportedly
Slave Near Hanoi
SEATILE A Norwegian
construction
worker
says
Americans, possibly servicemen
missing in action, are working as
slave laborers in Vietnam.
In a copyright telephone interview from Bangkok 1o1.ith Seattle
radio station KIRO, Stein Gudding
said Wednesday he recently left a
construction job on a paper mill
nonh of Hanoi and claimed that
some of his fellow workers came
across the Americans.

WhiJ would ever guess that an uruul;- bunch of
famous Lite Beer drlnkers would someday pose for a
classic photograph? This preLious moment has been
captured in a big ( 18" by 24" ) beautiful color Lite Beer
Alumni Poster that's vours for free.
Just cut out the ·coupon, being sure to include your
name ;md <Jddress, and send lt
tc1: Lite Beer Alumni Poster, Box

\l

mn:~. ~lilwaukee. ~\'15:~211.
LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED lliiif'

••,e:P..'c~-~..~~~~~:!~~. ~~~~:,, •'~'

~

"They were doing some road
construction work," Gudding said.
''They were prisoners, working
about 200 kilometers away from
Hanoi, towards the Chinese border.
They Were definitely Westerners,"
he said "They were Americans
speaking English with American
accents."
He said police told the Scandanavians to leave immediately and
threatened them with weapons,
But, before they left, they heard
the prisoners shout in American
accents, "Tell the world about us!"
In Washington, D.C., Rear
Admiral Jerry Tuttle, head of a
team of MIA investigators, said the
report was being treated as a
"serious live sighting,"
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Friday & Saturday
December 5 & 6
8:30p.m.
Tickets
$300
Beer& WineSeNed, Bring Youri.D.
Benefit lor C.A.R.D. • Stop Radioactive Waste in New Mexico
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3 egg omelette

Breakfast served
7am to llam
Now open for breakfast
at 7 am seven days a week
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Editorial
DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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It's the season for giving. And there's no better
gift than music.
Music is a thoughtful gift and. a lasting one.
And Budget makes the giving easy. We're near you.
And our friendly staff will help you make the perfect
choice. At the perfect price.
Say "Merry Music" all year long. Shop at Budget
'Japes and Records right now.
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We've Got Your Song. For !he Holidays.
P.S. Ask about our gift certificates.
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Give the gift
ofmu~ic.
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Children's Books To Go On Sale
There will be a sale on children's
books at the UNM Bookstore
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
featuring paperbacks, bilingual
books and even "tubbies," books
that float in the tub.
Jerry Wise, from the Friends of
the UNM Libraries, said, ''I believe
thil sale will have the best selection
of books in the state. We have a
variety of books in many price
range~.
Children's books are
becoming more and more expensive. That's why we arc offering
the less expensive paperback books,
too.''
Wbc said entertainment will be
offered throughout the sale.

He said David McPherson, a
UNM English professor, will act as
a strolling minstrel for the sale.
There will be a magic show at noon,
a juggler at 1 p.m. and a puppet
show at 2 p.m.
Derek Swinson, UNM physics
and astronomy professor and one

The books on sale are primarily
for children up to 14 years of age
Wise said.
'
The sale is sponsored by the
Friends of the UNM Libraries.

French Author To Visit UNM
For Sen1inar, Play Reading
J. Nicholson

A noted French author will visit
UNM next semester to give a
seminar to French graduate
students.
Author Anne Hebert, 64, who
has lived in Paris since 1961, has
written novels, short stories,
A draft counseling workshop is poetry, plays and television and
scheduled for Albuquerque pastors radio pieces, Lila de Jubecourt, a
and church leaders at the United T.A. in the French program, said.
Campus Ministry Center Dec. 5
Jubecourt, who studied Hebert's
from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
poetry said, "Anne Hebert writes
The workshop will cover poetry with clarity. Most of her
counseling processes, current laws
and interpretations, the setting up
of a dt aft counseling program, and
definitions of conscientious obThe Daily Lobo reported that the
jectors (CO).
date of the Entomology Museum's
"The time to consider options is open house in the biology deparbefore registration," workshop tment as being scheduled to begin
planner> explain. "It is vitally on Dec. 7. and continuing through
important for CO's to document theDec.J2.
their beliefs as early as possible."
The entomology museum is
Pre-registration for the Draft scheduled to have its open house
Counseling Workshop should be begin on Dec. 8. and to continue
sent to the United Campus Ministry through Dec. 12, from II a.m. to 3
p.m.
Center, 1801 Las Lomas N.E.

Draft Counselors
To Train at UNM

Correction

Barnaby the juggler and Loren Kahn and the Bag Show entertain
the crowds of children at last year's Children's Book Fair. They will
appear again in this year's fair scheduled for Saturday. (Photo
courtesy of the UNM Bookstore)

of the original Irish Rovers, will
perform at the bookstore at 3 p.m.

work originates from her own
experiences and contains a quest for
liberation."
Hebert will be visiting UNM for
several weeks and will be reading
her play Le Temps Sauvage, (The
Savage Times), with graduate
students who will be producing the
play later in the semester.
Hebert wrote a play which was
produced as a movie called
Kamouraska. She continues to
write books and plays, J ubecourt
said.
"She is a delightful woman, full
of life and very bright," Jubecourt
added.
She is awaiting Hebert's latest
book, which was published about
three months ago,
Hebert was born in Quebec and is
recognized as one of the best known
authors of the area, she said,
She will be staying with Dr.
Claude-Marie Senninger, head of
the French program at UNM and
who organized her visit. Hebert
might be speaking with undergraduate classes if time allows.

Psychologists To Lead Co-op Workshop
On Using Therapy Methods with Children
Persons who were once children
and are still in contact with that
experience will attend a workshop
tomorrow
entitled
"Working
Therapeutically with Children."
Sponsored by the UNM Child Care
Co-op, the one-day workshop will
be conducted by Drs. Sam Roll and
Norm Katz.
The purpose of the workshop is
to
share
insights
from
psychotherapy
with
teachers,
nurses, counselors and anyone else
who works with children or plans to
do so. Students who are studying in
child care-related fields are encouraged to attend.
The format of the workshop will
include:
review of the conscious and
unconscious cultural context that

makes work with children difficult;
specific techniques and approaches to child psychotherapy
applicable to a variety of settings;
experience of the difficulty of
being a child;
traits of therapists that
promote anti-therapeutic behavior;
review of an Adlerian model of
dealing with difficult problem
behaviors;
use of children's drawings and
fantasy;
review of specific child
problems such as child abuse and
conduct disorders;
review of when to call for help
with children and who to call in
New Mexico.
Dr. Roll is a clinical psychologist
and professor of psychology at

UNM and created a child study
center in Monterrey, Mexico, at the
request of the Mexican government.
Dr.
Katz
is
a
clinical
psychologist, adjunct professor at
the UNM medical school and
director of hypnotherapy training
for Proseminar Institute in S::~n
Francisco and Albuquerque.
Fees for the workshop, which
starts at 9 a.m. in the Kiva, are $30
for professionals and $20 for
students. Some scholarships are
available. Day care for children of
persons attending the workshop
will be provided.
To register for the workshop or
to get more information, contact
the Child Care Co-op in Mesa Vista
Hall, 277-3365.
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super Christmas specials!
Head Supplies
featuring ....

Giant Rock Tapestries

BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
HEWLETT PACKARD OFFERS YOU
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY.

NEW LOW PRICES!

~"'v-z..

.s~I\IG

"··"

-~

G~~

G~t>-

~Al~

Go
tokerll

presents

Fabulous Fall Formal
December6

HP-33C
Programmable Scientific
New Low Price- s90.00
On Sale Now- $79.95
• 4!.1 Lines of l'rop;ramminp;
• 8 l'ser ~femorv
• Editin~ Keys .
• Full Han~c of Conditional keys

,

8pm tilll2am- SUB Ballroom
advance tickets- $3.00 & $5.00
at the door- $4.00 & $6.00

277-5574 or 881-3087

refreshments and professional entertainment provided

• Ballroom Dance Is THE Contact Sport •

-AlsoHP-32E

CHEESE&
COFFEE SHOP

Scientific with Statistics
New Low Price- S55.00
On Sale Now- $49.95

HP-33C
Application books also
available for HP-33C
We carry a full line
of HP accessories
Makes the perfect
Christmas gift

• Trigonometric Ftlnctions
• Hetangulurll'olar Convcrsiotls
•15 Addrt•ssuhlc Storage Hegistcrs
• Lin(~a r Rc.·~re~"\h)n

FJ/;-

HEWLETT

a:a PACKARD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

including
Beatles * Stones * Willie Nelson
Zappa * Gable * Garcia *
and others
assorted
4ft.by5ft.
$
49 colors

13

Special price!

Fine Imported & Domestic Cheeses
35 Types of Whole • Bean Coffees
Gourmet Foods
Personalized Gift Baskets
Party Platters
Select Teas
Filo Dough

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMI:RICAN EXPRESS

Albuquerque, ~.M. 87110 • (505)883·1226
-------Bermeand Phyllis Davis-------_.

~

'I

~
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'

4

ristmas Gifts

Merry Christmas

Encantada Square
2679 Louisianna Blvd. N:E.

I

Pocket Scale

"Don't pay more, shop the Connoisseur
first and compare."
2 stores - Across from UNM at the corner of
Central and University
2400 Juan Tabo at Menaul
J-Case

.

l<ey Clip

Albuquerque's Lowest Prices!

· Mail Orders Accepted
· Gift Certificates Available

401 WYOMING NE•265·7981

reg. 1599

Ceramic Pipes

Great

'-----( HOLMAN'S~ )-__,
Quality products for the World of Science. E:ngineering & Business.

Assorted Glass Bongs

!-!

~

II

I

• l

'

Prep System
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-- -- --- STl'DEI'iT HEALTH CENTER

'It lll.\ I Ill. \I I II CJ•.C:'J bR

rhf' l'nrH'f'll~ ul Nt·w Mt•xiw

.'ll,y '(.:Ira d(•.} 'I a m/r'lu• i
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Albuqul·rqut•, 1'\.M. 071 ·)I

'!17 'H'ill

~·;)~:.;,'if'=;r=/?-~>/~-~-~=-a=

,'/((ul,lj 11a,ff1H'I

BUY

SATURDAY
NOONMIDNIGHT
SUNDAY
OON- 8PM

DIRECT from
FACTORY
REPS!!

~~f;I~Y

c;JaV~
~4/Jfb

A
The ROa/ of Ills and Pill~ is to provide basic drug information to the
conwumity of the University of New Mexico. Drug information is
q(/en controversial, contradictory and is constrmtly changing. Also,
no Ills nnd Pi lis article should be used as a sole guide to selftreatment or drug use.
Today's Ills and Pills will interpret the prescriptions published in
la~t week's column.
The prescription labeled A is for a birth control pill packet called
Ovral. The dosing directions inform the patient to take one tablet
every day as directed. The prescription informs the pharmacist that
the patient will need a month's supply.
The prescription labeled B is for four 11uid ounces of Parepectolin,. which is an anti-diarrheal product containing opium, pectin,
kaohn and a small amount of alcohol. The dosing directions tell the
patient to take one to two !ablespoonsful after each loose stool.
The prescription labeled C is for thirty 5 milligram tablets of the
minor tr<Jnquilizer Valium, generically known as diazep<Jm. The
patient is to take one tablet three times daily as needed for anxiety.
Thl! prescription labeled D is for forty 250 milligram tablets of
l'en-V-K, generically .known as a potassium salt of penicillin. The
patient is to take one tablet four times a day on an empty stomach.
. The ~harmacist's labeling always includes the physician's dosing
Instructions, but the pharmacist may add auxilliary labeling to insure
>afc and appropriate drug usc. For example, the penicillin auxiliary
label may advise that the patient take the penicillin 1 hour before or
2-3 hours after a meal. The Valium auxilliary labeling may advise the
patient that drowsiness may occur upon .initial dosing and that
alcohol should not be used concomitantly with the Valium.

·-- ----

--

B
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sn•m::,rr HEALTH CJo;I'<TER
1 hr l nn·nsitv

,,t Srw M~XIfll

S1TDE:-IT HEALTH CENTER

Alhuqucrqur, X!\1 Hi' Ill

H>~J~

------ -

11 11 ~d,,a

~t/zr./f~

2.77 ii.H1

Thr l·m..,ruin ul New .Mexi(CJ

Albuquerqut', N.M. 87131
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®PIONEER
_,._.., ..

fY{~~~f11.}).

Buy PIONEER's 15 wan
stereo receiver for only
$88.88 with the purchase
of any home spea_kersl
MAXIMUM 0.08% THO•

c

D

RENEWAL DEADLINE
Residence Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And Submit
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials By
4:00p.m.

DECEMBERS
Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floor, La Posada

Auto&Cycle
Insurance
For
lnfonnation
Call or
Visit
Criterion
Today:

CHECK THESE
VALUABLE BENEFITS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low down payments
Convenient payment plans
Countrywide claim service
Money-saving deductibles
Dependable protection
Personal service
Immediate coverage
Free rate quotation

Criterion
INSURANCE COMPANY
1611 Carlisle SE
(Carlisle & Oibson)

Yeur Cua..,. ttl-PI Chart• cw.
···c
....,.,.....,c...... ,....... u.tn.

cUml IAI£SITWYTOSAIEI
•Most major credit cards

Manthl, poymonto booodan tatol pur·

tflttt prlct plua f1111. Manlhly PlY·

mtnt may ' ' " du• lo 11111 and local

accepted!
•tnterest·free layaway!
•Easy monthly PlJyments
with approved credilf

• Minimum conllniiOU• power
oulpUI RillS ltf 8 ohm• from
Z0.20,000 Hz.

••1111 Dolby t..bo..torlet

tlua, an tRilling batanet, new pur.
thllt• addtd to ~our account, or

~r.~·1~~~f,~l:i~i::~~~~~:!!.i{:
~rlod

btltnct lhtt..ltlf. Thttt It no
ftnanct thlrgt at lha fMiglnnlng Of

the blllln_g
II your prtvl_oua
blltnct .,n your bill It "0." If thlt
,___,~...,.J balance ramtlns unpaid, a flntnct
d1~rg•. at lha ptrlodlc r111 ol 1 'h '!.

·m.•_~_.~~~~~-·~!~~~:~~~~-·~···_s.~m_., ~~i'.~~ ~.~~~~r:.· r.,_·~.~~~\l:, ~:.~·g~_·~J~ ·-·~:.~:~::i~~

111
•Lioni!Od. ASking Prfces are our Original AI king Prices

SSOO I flnanca charge ol 1.33% will

lhe&e Items. 1ntermedlatft mllrkdowr~s m'y hlt't

be addecf. There are annual petcen·
I age tales or 18% and 1&•A. re 1pee.

beM laken. Nol allllems at h1dr prlcf!l

l!t"e!y.
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LBUQUERQUE
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BROUGHT TO
ALBUQUERQUE BY•••

C0I VE 1-Tl-01- CENTER ~.l1~1f«'4 ttJfJ
40 1 Secon·- d Sl NorIhwe sI
.
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265-5695
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FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
NOONMIDNIGHT
SUNDAY
NOON-8PM

BUY

DIRECT from
FACTORY
REPS!!

TECHNICS
AUTOMATIC
BELT DRIVE
CHANGER with
Illuminated
strobe.

118

8

88

~=~:s8 59

TECHNICS
QUARTZ DIRECT
DRIVE SEMI
AUTOMATIC

TEAC
SAVE!!
SPEAKER SYSTEM WITH 12"WOOFER!

ONLY

6811

9581

86 ea
SAVE!!

SAVE!!

SAVE!!

SAVE!!
SAVE!!

SAVE!!

FM

SAVE!!

FM

I

IC::
CDNVE~TER

ALtUs

1

SK15SS

CUST11111AIIES fT EASY TO SAft!
•Most major credit c•rds

SPS2450X

BROUGHT TO
ALBUQUERQUE BY•••

•cceplfld!
•lnterest·free I•Y•w•yl
•E•sy monthly p•yments
with •pproved credit!
"llllnlmum contlnuou• pow.,
CNifpUI. RMS ., B ohm• lrom
»20,000 Hz •

~lj~1~~A~JfJ
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Tapes Aid Detection
Of Hearing Problems
Marc L. Mervis

Everyone's getting ready for Christmas including this gas stat~on on ~onstitution ~nd th~ Dally
Lobo. This is the last regular issue of the Lobo for 1980. The next 1ssue Will be the spec1al Chnstmas
issue due to come out Dec. 10 and the final issue will be Dec. 15.

Tape recordings are being used to
find methods for the early detection
of hearing loss by an electrical and
computing engineering professor.
Charles F. Hawkins, associate
dean of the College of Engineering,
heads the research project which is
sponsored by the National Institute
of Health. He is assisted by Patricia
J. Duy.
Hawkins
uses individual,
simultaneous tape recordings of
acoustical stimuli and the
monitored heartbeats of babies.
The pilot research project was
initiated in 1979 by Dr. Herbert
Korner, director of newborn
services in the pediatrics depart·
ment at UNM Hospital/BCMC.
Hawkins,
whose research
specialty
is
bio·medical
engineering, said that Native
American Indian infants, aged two
to five days old, are given a sound
stimulus at brief intervals to see if

Conceptions

the sound affects the heart rate of
each infant.
"Cardiac response to an
acoustical stimulus probably
exists " he said. If an infant's
electr~cardiogram does not indicate
a response to the sound ~timulus, it
is possible that the infant has a
hearing impairment.
Tape
recordings of the
simultaneous sound stimulus and
the heart rate of each infant are
transferred from the Phoenix,
Ariz., Indian Medical Center to an
engineering lab at UNM. Data from
the recordings are fed into a
computer, Hawkins said.
"The computer plots a graph of
instantaneous beats per minute
versus time and stores all data
points for subsequent processing.
The heart rate data undergoes a
signal processing technique called
signal averaging to enhance the
nature of this heart rate response,"
he said,
"Statistical comparisons of the
heart rate data with control data
indicate that the normal subjects
tested respond to the sound
stimuli."
The implications of early
detection of infant hearing loss are
that infants with hearing im·
pairments can be fitted for
prosthetic devices at an earlier age
and, as a result, suffer fewer
consequences
associated
with
speech and learning disabilities.

Southwest
has extended our submissions deadline
toJan.16.
Submit original literature and fine arts
to Marron Hall, Room 131.
We consider only work by UNM
students, faculty, staff and alumni.
For More information
Call 277-5656
or 884-5123 over break

Happy Holidays!

Med School Hosts
Heart Workshop
The UNM Medical School will
host a four·hour blood pressure
workshop on Dec-. 13 to be put on
by
the
American
Heart
Association.
The workshop is designed for
those interested in helping with free
blood pressure screenings, and a
certificate will be issued to those
who successfully complete the
course.
Mary Ann Cochrane, with the
New Mexico affiliate of the
American Heart Association, said
the non-profit organization will
hold the workshop because it is
"concerned about the health of the
community."
Because of the limited number of
individuals the program can ac·
commodate, those interested must
register before Dec. 9. To register,
or for more information, call the
American Heart Association office
at884-3717.

Albuquerque Children's
presents

Theater

~Harkee the Cat··
HARKEE THE CAT tells the delightful tale of a cat, who
saves his little town from a visit by the King and his
hungry men at arms. HARKEE THE CAT was first prize
winner in the Atlanta Children's Theater play contest. It
is hard to describe Harkee, the best thing to do is come,
,-:----::::~>. see for yourself, and laugh yourself silly.

The Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co,
is sponsoring a Schlitz can and
bottle drive in which participants
can redeem the cans and bottles for
prizes.
The drive is called the Schlitz
Rainbow Round·Up and college
students can collect empty 12·ounce
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. cans
and bottles and redeem them,

Ballroom Club
Hosts Fall Formal
The UNM Ballroom Dance
Club's Fall Formal is scheduled for
tomorrow evening from 8 p.m. to
midnight in the SUB Ballroom.
The dance costs $3 for members
or the club and $5 for nonmembers.
Featured guests at the dance will
be Gerry and Susan St. George,
1978 First Place Theatre Arts
Northwest winners and 1979 First
Place American Division West
Coast Champions. There will also
be student performances.
The music will be provided by
Brian Dunn.

where permitted by law, for prizes.
The Rainbow Round-Up, which
runs through April 30, 1981, gives
enrolled student groups the chance
to win prizes from four categories
by simply collecting Schlitz,
Erlanger, Schlitz Light, Old
Milwaukee, Old Milwaukee Light
and Schlitz Malt Liquor empties
and returning them to local Schlitz
wholesalers for Prize Point Cer·
ti ficates worth one point. Erlanger
classic bottles, Schlitz, Schlitz Light
or Schlitz Malt Liquor tapered
bottles are worth two points.
''An organization selects as its
goal one of the four prize color
categories," Peter Dang, Schlitz
manager of college and young adult
marketing, said. "Each category,
designated by a color of the

rainbow and the point total needed
to win, contains four prizes. Once
the point total for the category has
been achieved, the group picks the
prize desired and sends in its Prize
Point Certificates.''
Dand said that all student
organizations, fraternities,
sororities, sports clubs, dormitory
units and independent groups are
invited to enter, "The great thing
about the Schlitz Rainbow Round·
Up is that everyone can win," he
said. "The groups compete only
against the goal they set for
themselves and all winners can
enter more than once."
Additional information about
the Schlitz Rainbow Round-Up
may be obtained by calling toll free
(800) 245-6665.

Research Group Probes Older Students
Several students will be receiving Finance called for the study in
questionaires in the mail this week April. The study will be from a
that are part of a survey on UNM statistically determined random
students over 25. The study is being sample or students.
conducted by the Student Needs
The responses will help describe
Research Group, in coordination the needs of the older student to the
with other groups, to gather needed administrative, faculty and student
information about older students.
groups "who wish to help" the
The Board of Educational student.

TwQ art students set fire to the duck pond Thursday night as part
of a special project. The ducks were gone tor the evening. (Photo
by Ken Clark)

UNM Prof Shows Saga Slides
A color slide presentation on the the traditional porcelain ceramics
traditional Japanese art of por- art form during my apprenticeship
celain ceramics will be given Friday with Inoue," Srubek said. "The
at 3 p.m. in the UNM Kiva lecture slide presentation is open to inhall by a UNM professor who terested persons from the public. It
studied recently with a master will primarily concentrate on the
Japanese potter.
tradition, aesthetic and cultural
Dr. Jim Srubek, chairman of the values and teaching methods used
UNM art education department, to preserve the nearly 4(X).year·old
spent eight months with master history ofthe art form."
potter Sensei Manji Inoue at the
Srubek will also discuss the
Saga Prefecture Ceramics Institute relationship of ceramics and other
in Arita, Japan, during a recent art forms to Japanese life. In
sabbatical leave from UNM.
addition he will show slides and talk
"As part of my study I about his family's experience living
documented the entire process of with the Inoue family.

SKI SERVICE
Free Pick-Up & Delivery

Sunniout/ooks Ski Service will come to
your house, your dorm ... Anyplace in
Albuquerque to pick-up your skis.
Our professional service includes Hot
Wax, P-Tex (fill holes), and sharpening.
1 pair S800 • 2 pairs S1500 24Hour~er•i<eCiuaran>«"d

Sunnioutlooks Ski Service
Open 7 Days A Week • Telephone 822-0115
10% Discount with this advertisement

Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, December 6
&
Sunday, December 7
1:30 and 3:30 p.m.
each day

by Cleve Haubold

Schlitz Redeems Students' Cans

now open
1-5
Sund~y

A benefit workshop with
Dr. Sam Roll and Dr. Norm Katz

STEREO
SPECIALS

Growing Up In
America

BEST Price
BEST Selection
BEST Sound
BEST Service

Working Therapeutically
with Children
A conceptual and practical
guide to working with
children and their difficulties
saooo for professionals
s2ooo for students

Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office · 277-3121
And All Ticket Master Outlets*
For further information, call A.C.T. at 268·6561
*NOTE: Ticket Master Outlets charge a $.50 per ticket fee.
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ADVANCE-$2.00 or $1.50 for groups of 10 or more
All Tickets $2.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE

scholarships available
Child Care Provided

I< iva
UNM
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Arts

Multi-Cultural Art Exhibit
Will Show Diverse Pieces
Hob Grifl'in
Arts Edi.lor

An Indo-American Art Show
featuring national and internationallly known artistf will be
presented by UNM and the New
Mexico Galleria, the opening
reception being scheduled for
Sunday, Dec. 7, from 3 to 5 p.m. in
the basement of the SUB.
Among the many artists who will
display their works are the
renowned Parker Boyiddle and
Ouiyermo J. McDonald. Cultures
represented by the artists in the
exhibit extend from Eskimo to
Navajo to Peruvinn and many
othwi. Many local cultures will be
represented also by Kiowa, Hopi
and Jicarilla artists.
Media selections will also be
quite diverse in the exhibit with
acrylics, oils, serigraphy, ceramics,
photography, traditional eskimo
-.tone, sculpture, sandpainting and
woodcutting being used.

Parker Boyiddle, an Oklahoma
native, has studied under Fritz
Scholder and Allan Houser and
attended the Institute of American
Indian Arts in Santa Fe. Of his
work he said, "My work depends
upon my being spontaneous: I work
directly with my hands, making use
of organic materials around me and
incorporating different qualities of
paper. l (ry to reconstruct the
feeling of being home: being home
means standing on your land, and
land is of the utmost importance to

me."
Guiyermo J.
MacDonald,
another of the more well-known
artists to be featured, is from Peru,
His ancestry is Spanish and British.
His art has many cultures from
which to draw. Now a resident of
New Mexico, MacDonald has been
calle\1 "the jewelist" by critics. His
works are studies in color as they
depict the Southwest and the
religious world.
Dnvid Vigil, organizer of the

Deaf Will 'See' Music
)Job Griffin
Arts Editor

The New Mexico Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf presents
.lo & Joe Santiago in Touch of
Christmas, featuring a special
p~rformance by Phyllis Wilcox on
I dday and Saturday, Dec. 5 and 6
at 8:15p.m. in the Kimo Theatre.
Interpretors will be provided for
the family-oriented show so that the
hearing-impaired may enjoy the
holiday mood that is traditional for
this time of year. There will even be
a deaf Santa Claus on hand to join
in the festivities.

upcoming exhibit said, "In a sense
this is an introduction of a new
school of Indian Art, along the
lines of the Scheider, Houser and
Cannon. These young Indians have
refined their techniques."
The artists who will be exhibiting
works have been said to "represent
the pulse and horizon of the new
Indian artists." The critical acclaim
set forth by dealers and collectors
has up to this point, been quite
good and very supportive.
The exhibition as a whole has
appeared elsewhere in the southwestern United States and is
scheduled to hang in such cities as
Tulsa, Houston, New York City,
Washington D.C. and others.
Saturday's reception in the SUB
will be particularly special as entertainment will be provided by the
local jazz band Alma and the music
of the Andes by Chaski. Admission
is free and catered refreshments will
be served. For more information
call David Vigil at 277-6492 or 2772331.

It's a wise move into the
residence halls, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but apply early! Don't be left out.

AOOM &BOAAD
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Up

~er-riee

Deadline ror UP SERVICE is noon the day before
the UlU'IOIIOCCnlCnt l'i to run.
[hi~ \\Ctk''J. mo.,ics clhna~ the:- semester or films
rH:\entcd b~ the ASL:NM Film Committee. A Hil·
.;h;;o~k thdller and a Western dassi~.: cap the:
~-.:heudute-.

Alfred Hitchcocl<'s "P~ycho.. fronts the bill Friday
mght in a film with Anthony Pctt.in~ af a mnn
.. rcatmg ha..·oc in his old Victorian home 1hrougl1 his
\'o.,:upr:d mind One of Hit!;;ht;lX:k's best suwcnsc
lhtJilcrs. Sho"ingDec. S at7, 9:1S and ll:30p.m.
!\1<;ulon Dr;tndo directed and starred in tile 1961
\\e~trnl "One· Eyed Jacks." Knrl Malden al!m -.tars
oi\ the man \\oho belra~·s }]rondo and \'tho muM, a~ n
'rr..:llnl of Drando's llaw:d, parlicipate in the fmal
\\e~tcrn shO~·down. itQne·Ered Jad;SH ¥o'ill be
.,fil'~" Sat .• Dec. 6, at'· 9:1$ and U:lOp.m.

The "Alma" Sextet will play their jazz repertoire for Sunday's Indo·
American Alf Exhibit Reception in the SUB.

Vortex Theatre Board
Is Committed to Public

HrhallttiJ· Spealdng- 3 one·act pla)'s presenied by
the l NM Sophomore Co. through De.:. 7. Curtain
umc ~~ 8 p.m. Ullhc Experimental Tl1e.atre in the f'ine
Am<.'cnler.
l''M Ballroom Dance CJub- pre~c:nts Ihe fabuJou,:

rail Formal on Sat., Dec. 6,1n1heSlJB Ballroom at 8
f1 m . .to 12 midnight. Ad\11nce licket sales; _Sl
mcm~cr'i, S~ non·membcn. Call 271·5574 or '881·
J08'" Refre'ihments:and prores1ional entertainment.
Phi 1-:11 Sigma -- There will be m~ung for Ph1 Eta
S:gma members on l'rida.y, Dec. 5, at 3 p.m. in the
St 'D room 2.$3.
t':oncrptlons Southwest - will be a~eptin1 sulJ..
m1n1on!i of fine arts and literature throush the
<..'hmtmafi break. Deadline is Jan. 16. Only wotlc by
t '\\f UUdt'nU. farulty, staff and alumni wilt be

Ll1lmdcrcd. Bring work fO Marron nalll Roorn Ill.
~t,r

A new Board of Directors has
taken on responsibility for the
Vortex Theatre, and it hopes to
open the theatre to productions by
individuals and community groups
consistent with the board's general
philosophy.
Tom Schmidt is is now board
president and artistic director.
People interested in discussing
production and volunteer work
possibilities are asked to reach Schmidt at 345-5407.
The Vortex Theatre is a
pro fessi o nail Y-orien ted

organization whose policy it is to
present innovative and educational
productions that are both entertaining and thought provoking.
It emphasizes high quality acting,
direction, and design that use
minimal technical and financial
resources imaginatively. the specific
objectives of this non-profit
organization include:
I. To provide an outlet and
performance space for serious
creative artists.
2. To exploit the potential of the

continued on page 16

•'There is a wide variety of music
and skits in the two-day show,"
said Ms. Santiago. "We have
sever&! UNM students in the show.
They'll be clowns for such songs as
Be a Clown and Send in the
. Clowns. Other songs scheduled for
the performances range from
Barbara Striesand songs to one
done by Carlos Santana. She said
"It goes back to the old cabaret, a
lot of stuff."
There will be, for instance, one
song performed in a method that is
a turn around from normal.
Santiago will be singing behind
Phylis Wilcox, who is hearing
impaired and will be using sign
language. "I'll be following her,"
said Santiago.
Phyllis Wilcox, who has been
hearing impaired since her early
life, talks through an interpreter.
Her speaking voice is clear and
distinct, though, as she explains
that she "has ·heard." Though
Wilcox can lipread, it's not quite
enough. On the day that Santiago
and Wilcox were interviewed for

mote 1nformation 'all Leslie at884-SJ2J.

l'rr!ifdrntl•l Scholar C1ub -will hold 1IS last meeting
of !he ~emestet at i:JO p.m~ on Friday, Oct.$ in I he

rl!i51
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••
••
'Pick-Me-Up' • HANUKAH ·•
•
••
•
SmQII BIQck
PARTY •
•
•
Double Strength •
'•
FRIDAY, Dec. 5 at •
••
•• 8:00p.m.
'125/1000
'75/500 capaules
•
••
'..CS/250 capsules
'25/100 capsules
International Center •
• 1808 Las Lomas ••
'14/50 capsules
•
The Pic-me-Up Place
•: • Potatoe Latke, etc. served •:
1900 Centtal SE
Albuquetque Nm 87106
1-505-242-8..91
moat~

ChAo go

VISA
Phon• Otct.ta o~c~ted

\

UNM'S LITERARY AND

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Mall............. . . . .
h~tli•n

Jewelry

. . . f()WIII

$2.00

Marron Hall131

277-2606
SUPPORT THE ARTS
Buy Conceptions Southwest
$2.00
Marron Hall I 05

,.. AND WHEN THEY PRiNTED THE
'YEARBOOK THEY PUT YoUR
PICTIJRc IN, TOO'" SSE.'
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FACE LEA\/E.S A
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Touch of Christmas should be lots
of entertainment. Tickets for adult>
are three dollars nnd children's are
two dollars and may be gotten by
calling the NMRID Refferal and
1ni'ormation Center from I to 5
p.m. at 266-1073(voice) or 2558134(tty).

.. ,

• • Ore idle Gambling
• • Dessert Potluck

December 6, 1980

9:00A.M.

Room 230 SUB

(. Call to 0 rder

II. Minutes from meeting of November 8, 1980
Ill. President's Report

IV . Committee Reports

v.

Old Business

VI. New Business
VII. Adjournment

•

•• •••••••••• ••••••••

--- ---·-·--

GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA

capsul~u

FINE ARTS MAGAZI(IIE

Contact: Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall

So whether a family is large or
not and hearing-impaired or not,

For A

. 0\\ s
""\. \
~

help in the awareness of the public
for the need of skilled interpreters.
Wilcox, who is active on the UNM
campus, is striving for such greater
awareness.

•••••••••••••••

~olr NM PIRG Eh:cdon1- for Board of Directors
nn f.uday, Dec. Sat table in SUB or room 1051 o£
\1e~a V1sta Hall.

ce

this article, her interpreter was
Mary Schultz.
"Someone who is skilled in sign
language can make any song
beautiful," said Wilcox referring to
the interpreters that will be involved
with Touch of Christmas. If
nothing else, the weekend show can

Mary Schultz, interpreter.

==-~~~~-;~;-;;-;-;;-;-;~~-·---~---~---

Hom.Jt's Center. Please come.

co\\

Jo Santiago and Phyllis Wilcox.

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS WELCOME.
COFFEE & DOUGHNUTS SERVED.

-
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Arts

Sports

c:ommunity Input Is Desired

Penalty for Basketball Tean1 Was Not Too Severe

.>tudcnts of the arts to function
within a self-supporting community
organization,
4. To demonstrate to the
Albuquerque
community
that
contemporary,
innovative
live
theatre can be exciting and
educationaL

continued from page 14
cxi>ting "black box" performance
~pace through innovative set design
and by acknowledging the audience
ns an integral part of all productions.
3. To provide a realistic experience for all kin do of artists and

Arts and Activities
Art Shows

AlhpquertjUI'! Museum -Selections from Permanem Collections, through Jan.
5, 1981; Fos'iils of New Mexico, thro~gh Friday, Dec. 19: New Town and the
Railroad. Boom Years 1880~1912 will shaw through Oct. 1981: and Old Town,
A Walking Tou_r of Hl51ory In Architecture, which includes a free tour. For
infomat\on about the tours tall 766-7878, Also, "Here and Now," 35 Artists in
New Mexico.
tJNM Art Musl'!um - has a photop.raphy exhibition, works by William
Delappn and Ann Noggcl through Sunday, Dcc.1 in the North Gallery. Also,
until Jan II,

"lhc fim Twenty Yenrs Qf Portrait Photography" featuring

works by Nqd~r, Cnmeron, Fenton, Re]lnnder, Hafsaengi un~ others in the
Upper U~llery. Plus, work~ b)' M.A. nnd M.F.A. candklutcs through Dec. 21 ln
the l.uwcr Gnll~ry. The mu~eum is open Tuesday throUgh Friday from 10 a.m.
ta 5 1'1 m. and 7 to JO p.m. It i'l also open Saturdu)' and Sunday from I to 5 p.m.
Alinli~~iOll i~

rree.

Marh1osu (jllll~ry

Jennifer Und and Allan Walter- Ceramics. Christine
ami Mark Hickn'Jnll ~- Jewelry, bracelets and b~:lt bm:klcs showing through
Dec. 31.
Adobe GuHcu - featuring Indian Malden Nativhy, "Nacimientos" and
Lithogr<\phs by R.. C. Gorman, Earl Biss, Kevin Redstar, Ed Singer and fritz
Schoklcr through Jun. 10. The gallery is open through Chrisamas Eve every
night unti19 p.m except Sunday, which is until6 p.m.
Tile ASA Gallery- is having Its rinal show of the semester. A mi:ru:d media
~how wj!J be in the main gallery. Feat_uring Work by UNM students in sculpture,
photo-linen, and painting.Thc show Is en~ltled 11 Chinook/Norlh by SouthM
we~t," AI the same lime the gallery will be showing photographs by Ken White,
Mh\ Grndmue from UNM in 1978. The ASA Gallery is located in lhl!
basement or the SUn across from the Theatre,
Indo-American Art Show - presenlcd by UNM and the New Mexico Union
Galleria. Displayed will be art from South America,locn.l Hispanic artists <md
lndlnn arti~ts fronl Sam a Fe. Opening night reception will be Sunday, Dec, 7 at
3 _p.m. In the_ Gflllerla baseme11ent floor of SUB. Admission Js free for opening
mght, rerrcshment~ will be provided and music will be by Alrn.n. For more
mfornuHion ~;on tact David Vlgilat277-6492 or277·2HI.

"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woffe?" Which was a past production of
the VorteK Theatre.

Meridian Conlemponry Gallery - 220 Central S.W. will open a new
exhibilion on Sunday, Dec. 1, honoring new members: Mary Calrd, Tom
Feld\'cbel, Detty Colbert and Tina Fuentes, as well as gallery ur_egulars.'' There
'\I.· ill be a reception on Dec. 7 from 3 to 6 p.m. and the eJChibilion will continue
tllrough Dec. 31. Galler)' hours nre II a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday through
Silturday, and Sunday I to 4 p.m.
showin~J an exhibit of the paintinas by Debbie Harrb
throush Dec. Jl, The ~allery Is located all909 Las Lomas NE.
UNM Tuchlnll G•llrrt' - In the new Art Building presents .. Alumni Work
from the Collection of the UNM Art Museum," and will hang through January
16. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.toS p.m., Mon~oy through Frida)'.

Jonso• Gallrry - is

'Deep Throat' Is Not Erotic?
WALTHAM, Mass. (UPI) Female Brandeis University
students are fi~hting a planned
Friday showing of the X-rated
movie Deep Throat by promoting
their own erotic film festival.
lhc Women's Coalition at the
univcr~ity says there is a difference
between
pornography
and
eroticism, and it wants students to
--

-~-

The UNM Conn.!rJ Ch!•lr and th~ Orchestr~ of Santa Fe- presents Httndel's
"Me-ssiah" part I, and the HallejlJh Choruses from part II on Sunday, Dec. 7 at
3 p.m. Sweeny Center in Santa Fe. For tickets call the Orchestra Bo,.; Office in
La Fonda ut98B-4640.
UNM J11u Dand!f- with Jeffrey Piper direc~lng will perform at Popejoy Hall
on Sunday, Dec. 1 at 8:15 p.m., with guest· artist, Lanny Morgan on the
saxophone. Cal1277-3121 for information.
For the following three events in Keller Hall, call the Fine Arts Box Ofrice at
277-4402 for tickcl information:
Flut( RecilPI ~ by Senior Paul" Higgins in J<e!ler Hall +tt 4 p.m. on Frid1:1y,
Dec. S.
l•lano Recital - by Graduate Student Stephen Montoya In Keller Hall on
Saturday. Dec. 6ut4 p.m.
UNM f:urly Music Ensemble~ dire-: ted by Susnn Patrick and Floyd William$.
Will perform SumJay, D\!C'. 1 at 8:\S p.m. in Keller all.
Dccthu\'en f'tsJ(v~l - from Thursday, Dec. 11 through Saturday, Dec. 13.
Conccm nrc sponsored by the New Mexi~:a Symphon)· Or~:hestra und will sum
at 8:15p.m. Perfornum~:cs wtll occur in both Woodward ami Popejoy Hall.
Call 8:42-8565 for ticket information.

---- · · - - · - - - - · - - - - - - -

Theatre

call277-4402.

Puss In Boots- presented by the Children's Theatre on Saturday and Sundny,
Dec, 6 nnd 7 at 1:30 and 3:30p.m. in Popejoy H;tll,
Theatre A,.rjs Seminar - on Bacon and De~canes, in The Fine Art$ Center
Room 1020 from 11 n.m. to .12:JS p.m. on Thursday, 'Dec. 11.
Vmlex Audltlon!l - for the Januar}' production of "Biederman and the
Firebug~," by Max Frisch, will be held Saturday and Sunday, Dec. S and 6,
Seven men and seven women are needed belween the ages of JS and 45.
Auditiom are open 10 the public. For more information call Tom Schmrdl at

Activities

Rodey Film Fffilnl- ~·cuba: Battle of the 10,000,000," 1970. Also, showing
will be HR~;IJolutlon or OeathH by Frank Diamond,1980 In Rode:; Theatre on
Sunday, Dec. 7 at 7:30p.m.
Woodunlng Workshop - presented by the Albuquerque Museum, Basic
woodcaf1o'ing techniques will be dlscu~sed, The event occurs Saturday, 0~. 6
from W a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 7 from ! p.m to 4 p.m. at 2000
Mountain Road N~W. Reslstration for the workshop must be by Friday, Dec. S
and the tuilion is 520. Call 166·7878 rorinformation.
Audoboa Sodt'ty - presents 11 Natlonal Wltdlife 'Refuge Syslem" at Popejoy
Hall at 7:30p.m. en Tuesday, Dec. 9.
Chrmblry Colloq-'•- Dr. Glen Stuckey at 3 p.m. in fhe Chemistry Bldg.,
room 101.

----·~------
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HERRADURA

Saturday, the UNM women's
and men's swim teams take on their
arch rival New Mexico State
University in their first home meet
of the season. The action starts at
10 a.m. at the University pool.
The women's team started the
season off well with wins against
Nebraska, Utah, and Wyoming.
Top performers for this week
should be Heidi Gillyson (middle
distance freestyle), Teresa Kramer
(sprint freestyle), Pam Lazzarotto
(distance freestyle), Linda Miller
(backstroke), and Nancy Poe
(butterfly). One top performer who
will not be competing because of a
broken rib is Linda Aki.
The men's team, having beaten
the University of Denver and losing
to Wyoming and the Air Force
Academy, are 1-2 so far this season.
Ken Erickson (breaststroke and
sprint freestyle), Dave Schardt
(distance freestyle), and Tom Doyle
(one and three meter diving), are
the top performers for the men. In
lalt year's competition the Aggies
won in the final relay, and this
year's competition should be just as
close.
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computczr

Dealer

ARINCO COMPUTERS.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

The starting point is the Popejoy
Hall box office on the UNM
campus. In addition to informal
long rides, there is a two-hour,
slow-paced ride which is led by a
ride captain who carries tools and
supplies. For further information,
call 844-1232 between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.

2820-C Broadbent Parkway
(between Menaul & Candelaria off 1·25)
345·2459

-
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UNM linebacker Bob Shupryt,
who finished the season with 112
tackles, was named to the
Associated Press 1980 college
football All-America team as a
honorable mention, it was announced on Wednesday,
The only other player named
from New Mexico was James
Ferebee, also honorable mention.
Ferebee was a defensive end for the
New Mexico State University
Aggies.
All-America award repeaters
from 79 are Hugh Green, George
Rogers, Ken Margerum and Mike
Singletary.
Georgia
freshman
Herschel
Walker was named to the first
team.

at his
best!

with Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh, Vera Miles

TONIGHT,
FRIDAY Dec. 5

..
DON'T MISS IT.

7:00, 9:15 and 11 :30

AVAILABLE IN MARRON HALL,

~~~KSOAE$2.00,

ASUNM STUDENTS $1.25
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Bob Shupryt

The New Mexico Wheelmen are
scheduling bicycle rides every
Sunday morning at 10 a.m.

D.iith/'i,ri?<>n

.

Shupryt Makes All-American Team

Bike Rides Set

~--~
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program thus far arc any indication
of what is in store, Lobo fans can
look foward to good things from
their basketball team. Not only wi II
the team remain competitive on the
court, but the Lobo coaches
maintain that their players will
remain competitive as students.

THE ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE· SUB THEATER

~~to~

'~~

committee were not only fair but
neccessary. No school wants to be
the one that gets caught, but
someone must be made an example
of. The tribute to this "new look"
Lobo basketball team will be how
well it recovers from this set-back.
If the actions taken by the

"I know they recruited some
good people down there," said
Lobo coa-:h Sam Jones of the
NMSU team. "But I feel like we
have a much better team than last
year, too. This should be one heck
of a meet."

~c:r;

The Blue Agave plant iB what gives Tequila its unique
tlavor.
Legnlly. however, Tequila can contain ns little as 51";,
Blue Agave and still call itsclfTequila.
Other Tequila makers take advantage of this legal
technicality.
They ndd sugar. water or caramel coloring.
Some even add all three.
Herradura,on the other hand,adds nothing.
It's made from 100";, Blue Agave.
St' it:, naturally flavorful. Naturally smooth.
Ar1d naturally mellow.lt's also one of the few
Tequilas that's 92 proof.
Of course, if you 'rc
prepared to Sl'ttlc for
<l Tequila that's bs than
!(\'"',, Agm·c. thcrl' arc
<lint ni b.s t'X[1l'tlsivc

ministration to show that the school
has attempted to reverse the old
trend may be one reason that the
penalty was minimal. Much worse
action could have been taken
against the basketball program, and
much of the credit for the fact that
it was not must be given to the
coaching staff which began
working on the problem as soon as
they could.
The memory of "Lobogate" will
linger on at UNM for the next two
years. However, it is an event of the
past, and there is nothing that the
new coaching staff can do about it.
"The players we have now are
prepared for penalities," says
Colson. The problem for the coach
and his staff may be convincing
blue chip recruits to come to a
school that will be on probation for
the next two years. The Lobos may
have retained their scholarships,
but they lost an important lure to
prospective players. Most highly
rated players will not sign with a
school on probation.
Although the "Lobogate"
situation is not the fault of the
present coaching staff, the penalties
that were handed out by the rules

Lori Cordova

One of the alternative films
offered by the coalition is Orange,
described as "a carefully selected
point of view of the eating of a
navel orange."

-.

hrHnd, tll dhllN' !r,Hn.
Hut it wu \\'illlt rlw
'''PrkJ', finl''t ·r~·quiLI.

Swim Team Meets
Aggies at Home

345-5407.

THE

Although being on probation is
not helpful to any major college in
recruiting, the fact that UNM
retained the maximum number of
scholarships is an important
concession by the rules committee.
First-year coach Gary Colson will
be able to rebuild the program
much more quickly than he would
have if the committee had sub·
tracted any scholarships.

With the NCAA's ruling on the
UNM probation situation comes
much speculation on whether the
punishment was too harsh. It was
not.
The NCAA announced Wednesday afternoon that the Lobo
basketball program would receive
three years' probation retroactive
Colson obviously must have
to last season. This penalty
thought
that a loss of scholarships
stipulates that UNM may not
participate in postseason tour- would also accompany that
naments for the next two seasons. penalty. His response to the official
ruling was, "I feel very good about
The penalty was not severe.
The program did not lose any of it. Our people have done a
its allotted scholarships, and tremendous job working with the
retained the right to hold regional NCAA, trying to show them we've
games in the 1983 NCAA tour- done everything we could do to
nament, even though the team will clean our own house and that we're
still be on probation that season. running a clean program here at
The team will also be able to appear UNM."
on television during the probation
The new basketball coaching
period.
staff has done an admirable job of
, "cleaning up" the program. The
new study requirements and the
emphasis on academics proves that
Lobo basketball has a "new look".
The efforts of the basketball
program and of the UNM ad-

Department of Theatre Arts- Th~ Sophomore Company presents a collection
of one act plays ht the El(perimenml Theatre of the Fine Arts Cenu~r entitled
"Realatively Speaking.'' IL will be plays by Eugene lonesco, Thorton Wilder,
and Noel Coward, all abo!Jt family relationships. The performance will run
through Sunday, Dec. 7 wilh 11 curtain lime of 8 p.m. Call the Fine arts Dox
Office at 277-4402 for tlckel information.
Theatre Arts Dance Olvlslon - prc$cms In Rodcy Theatre thqir ann!-1~1 Fall
Dance Concerl on Friday, Dec, S nnd Saturd;ty, Dec. 6. For more inrormatlon

Music
find out what the difference is.
ll•ndrl's Mml•ll"- pre5C:IIIed by theUNM department or music in Spanish
"Pornography is such that it
on Saturday, Dec. 6 at7:30 p.m. in the Central United Methodist Church, 2lS
presents society with degrading
Pine N.E. Call277-440l for ticket information.
depictions of women," said
Michelle Bowdler, a coalition
member. "We wouldn't be opposed
to artistic expressions of erotica; Deep Throat is being sponsored by
"It's not meant to be taken
erotic films which have a sensual the student-funded programming seriously," said board spokesman
element but don't have violence and board, which said it is showing the Bill Mandell. "It's a trash film. We
sexism."
movie as part of a campus tradition don't force anybody to see it. It's
The showing of Linda Lovelace's which began in the early 1970's.
worthless, but it's a tradition."
11

Commeo!ary
David Sahd
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TOMORROW NIGHT,
SATURDAY
Dec.6
7:00, 9:15 and 11 :30
OTHERS $1.75
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Sports
GyiTinastJennings Looks To Be NCAA Chainp

Lobos Moore and Reinert Key to Victories
Ernest Montoya
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All-arour.d gymnasts, who
in every event, usually
name the pommel horse as their
weakest event. For that reason,
Jennings feels his specializing on
the horse helps the Lobos more
than if he concentrated on one of
the other events.
When asked why he chose the
pommel horse over the other more
glamorous crowd-pleasing events,
with all their !lips and aerial
acrobatics, Jennings replies simply
enough, "When I 11rst started I
tried all six events, but I didn't
improve as quick as I did on the
horse."
.Jennings improved enough to
place third at nationals last year to
earn All-American honors, which
go to the top six finishers in each
event and the top six all-arounders
at nationals.
Last year the pommel horse
champ scored 9.8 of a possible 10
points, while Jennings was ajudged
a 9.65. His best tally ever is 9.75.
"I could probably get a 9.8,
maybe a 9.9, and if the judges feel
like giving me a 10, they'll do it,"
Jennings offers.

nohcrt ,Johnson

~ompete

liNt\! junior Steve Jennings i~ a
biology major who wants to attend
~ctcrinnrinn ~clwol after he is
1\TUUU<ttcd.
Jennings ~ays he has always liked
(tnimah,
mo~tly
from
his
as~ocintions with family pets, and
\HlllL~ to be a small animal vet.
But, until the title becomes Dr.
.Jennings, he will have to be
~atisficd
with plain old Steve
J cnnings, l.oho gymnast and twotime All-American in the pommel
hor~c.

Jenning'> is a pommel horse
'>pcdalist, which means it is the only
eve-nt he compete~ in. The other
men'' gynmaMics events are the
l1mll· cxerci\c, vault, still rings,
J'arallcl hars and high bar.
lk \ays he started in gymnastics
IJH' ~ctm ago while attending a
iunil>r high ;clwol in Farmington.
"P.F. coaches were talking to a
dass ami said that we could skip
whool to go watch the UNM team
give an exhibition," .l1!ht1ings .says.
"I went to ~cc what it was all about
and that'.s how I got 5tarted."

Steve Jennings
Jennings says his form on the
horse is much better since he
arrived at UNM and he can do
many more difficult moves with the
help of head coach Rusty Mitchell.
"Rusty's developed about three
moves that I've done that nobody
else has ever done," Jennings
says, "I've got two more this year
that will be original."
Jennings calls one of the new
moves "the dork", and the other is
a variation of the Thomas flare.
The dork is a combination of two
back moores sandwiched around a
stockli, Jennings says.
"On a back moore, you end up in
a position with both hands behind
you on the pommel," he explains.
A stockli, Jennings says, "Is
mainly swinging on one arm and

The flare Jennings will use has
him on one end of the pommel, he
travels up the pommel, stops to
make a circle on the other end, and
does a flare on the pommel's
middle.
Jennings says he hopes the new
moves will help him become the
pommel horse champion when
nationals roll around in April at
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Jennings says that after he
graduates, there will be no more
gymnastics for him. He intends to
concentrate on veterinary medicine.
Until then, "I'd like to win
nationals once or twice," Jennings
says.

Record Attempt
Has Early Landing
PLAINS, Kan. (UPI) - Two
Arizona men landed in their
helium-filled balloon at 9:30 a.m.
EST Thursday in a pasture about I0
miles south of Plains, ending an
attempted transcontinental flight
less than halfway through the trip.
A Meade County sheriff's
dispatcher said an officer reported
"everybody's on the ground at 8:30
CST." The two had disconnected
the gondola from the balloon and
let it go.

compare and save

Chamisa Bookshop

SUBMISSIONS in all visual art forms are now
for pOIIBi))!tl .LI<WBUI

visit us at our new address
1602 Central S.E.
2 blks W. of Universify Blvd.
243-3100
$I75

I Bt"<lroom
Jh-droom

DO

LET '{OU 8E A SENIOR

UNTIL

I GET

THIS~;!IO(JL

D
E

at room 131 Marron Hall• 277

SAY, I'M SORRY ABOVT flew YoUR
PHOToS TURNED OUT f.PSr YEAR. I.
CAN'T UNDERSTAND II. OKAY, NOW~

I

RE'MEM6ER I

I 'LL GO GE.i THI:
OTHER CAMI:RAS,
AND I(Et:P ON

UNTIL 'fOU
GET IT
R,\GHT!

I
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We specialize in everything from
tire repair to complete motor overhauls on HONDA, YAMAHA, KAWA-'
SAKI, and SUZUKI motorcycles.
All work is unconditionally
guaranteed and we challenge you
to compare quality.

Clul((enge,.
llntePpPl•e•
8206 LOMAS NE
265-8355

BEAT THE
CHRISTl\IAS Rusri

E
M
B
E

General Stores
403 Cordova Rd. \Yest

R

Santa Fe

lOth

111 Harvard SE

Don't miss it
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UP IN THE AIR
OVER BIKE REPA
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SMILE.,,

''ill be on ,,ur way," said !\!,,ore.
"This team is good. and ,,nee '' e
get used to each other. \\e are going
to be excellent,'' said Reinert.
1f both players continue their
dominant pia} and the team
follow'i, the 1980 versicm ,,f L':-;\1
\\Omen's ba~I.etball \\ill be ,,ff and
running.

\I ;'I"' ami c "atl•~l(•

tadvortl::>emcntl

WEI.l,HERE: YOU ARE: N.'ltN THIS

the lengnth of the court with the
ball, and for her height, 6-foot-4.
that is not an easy thing to do.
"But I carried the ball," she said
turning her head and smiling.
Both players said that this year's
team has the ability to have a good
season.
"lf we play well and together, we

'()fr ( ·,llltfL•I:.n,l
rll'f\i t"t·t• "t.u1

Yt:AA-HOW MI\NYTIMES

Muff Reinert

THE ASPEN AJYJ'S

lO)~CjES

DDRMSDRBARY

Adtllt
Living
$195 Sl\ulent
:1.1ove in
8225 Bonus
$50 0FF

"1 think Phil Smith and Wallace
Williams will probably be premier
guards in the country. They need
experience, but games like this \\ill
help them," says Colson,
Duggin played point guard when
the Aggies were making a
comeback against the Lobos and
helped pull his team back into a
large lead. His most valuable asset,
aside from his experience, is his
acurate long-range shooting.
Coming off the bench, the 6'2"
senior is a sparker. He proved in the
State game that he can play the
point as well as the wing in relief.
If, as Colson predicts, the
scoreboard does "light up", All·
America candidate Page should
collect a pile of points. The 6'3"
wing guard has proved that if he
plays well his team can win; if he
plays poorly, the Lobos are more
than likely to lose.
Against Colorado, Page played
poorly and his team lost by 12
points. In the State game, however,
he scored points, and his team won
convincingly. So, the high scoring
Lobo should be a key factor in
Saturday's game.
Saturday's game is the third of a
four game homestand. Arizona
State will visit the Pit the foJioWing
week. Tip-off time is 7:35 p.m.
Students who have not picked up
tickets may get them at the Pit
ticket office today or tommorrow
afternoon.

Sherri Moore

4501 Shepnrd !load :->E

!'atalol(

1500 Indian School Road N.E.

"TheY are as quick or quicker
than
says coach Gary Colson
of the Ea~t Texas State basketball
team. Colson is looking for
Saturdav night's game in the Pit
against ·ETS~ to be a high scoring
event.
Predicts the first year coach,
"The o;~oreboard will light up. It
could be a l 00-point game." If so,
the Lobos .,..ill have the advantage
of a slightly more experienced
running team.
Both squads adhere to the
running game. However, the Lobos
will slow the tempo down on offense part of the time, while t~eir
opponent does not let up runnmgand·gunning.
Colson's team will press the
entire game, trying to keep ETS's
quick and experienced guards fro~!~
getting the ball down court. In their
first two games the Lobos have
been successful with their press
defense, especially against New
Mexico State, who had 28 turnovers
trying to beat the UNM press.
"They will probably press the
whole game also," says Colson.
The coach admits that his team will
lack experience in the front court,
but at the same time expects the
experience of Kenny Page, Jerome
Henderson, Tony Persley, and
Larry Tarrance to counteract that
advantage.

us>•

pivoting around on it for half a
turn."

IMlNTED

HOLIDAY l)HOTOGRAPHY SHO\V
Saturday, Dec. 6, noon-5pm
Sunday, Dec. 7, 10am-4pm

,\dmi~'iou h lrN·
liP I r<•'h nwnl' 11 Ill I)(' "'rwd
!'all :2-l:l ll-111·1 lor In·<' <'OliN'

Da-eSahd

ORK

•• •
Tlw IMAGES" Amateur Photographer' Guild
cordially im·it(•s you to ath·nd a ,gala

1 Blm·k west of Unin•rsity Blvd.

some of the players, they all seemtd
so good,'' said !\loore.
~1oore, originally from Clinton,
Iowa, said all she needed was a little
confidence in herself, and she feels
she now has it.
Reinert, also a member of the
UNM track team, said she set her
standards prettY high for herself
when she first came to L'NM.
''I plan on being on AllAmerican, and Coach Hoselton
said if I believe in him, he could
help me," said Reinert.
Reinert said she was uncertain
about her future at UNM after she
heard about Kathy Marpe quitting
last year.
"I was thinking about transferring, but J said how can I judge
a person 1\ithout even knowing
what he is like, and I am glad I
didn't transfer," said Reinert.
Lobo Coach Doug Hoselton said
about Moore that she is the kind of
player a coach likes to have on a
team.
"She is not a flashy player or
outstanding, but she saw what she
could do," said Hoselton.
Reinert in the game against
Illinois made a great steal and drove

Lobos To Play East Texas

YOU ARE INVITED

11500 Indian School Hd. NE

Two members of the UNM
women's basketball team have been
the ke)' to the Lobos' winning their
first game this season in the Canyon
Basketball Classic and finishing
second in the recent Lobo
Invitational.
The two players are Muff
Reinert, a returner from last year's
team, and Sherri Moore, a
In
newcomer to the Lobo team.
the Lobo Imitational both were
named to the All-Tournament team
as they both had exceptional games
and were shoe-ins for the Most
Valuable Player award had the
Lobos won the tourney.
Reinert Jed the Lobos in several
departments in the imitational. She
Jed the Lobos in scoring, averaging
18 points in the two contests.
Reinert also led the team in
rebounding with IS for the two
games and in field goals made and
field goals attempted, with 16 and
34 respectively.
!\1oore was leading the Lobos in
field goal percentage, hitting at a
5Z.6 clip and had five steals to lead
the team in the tourney.

Overall Reinert is the team leader
in scoring, averaging 14.2 points a
game. She is second in rebounding
to Patty Hon·orka. Reinert has 46
boards to Horvorka's 49.
Moore leads the team in field
goal percentage hitting on 54
percent of her shots and is the
team's second leading scorer
averaging 12.6 points, behind
Reinert, in the Lobo's lirst five
games.
But all statistics aside, both
players are leading the team despite
the fact that one is supporting an
ailing ankle and the other one is
playing at the major college le\'el
for her first season.
Reinert is being bothered by a
recurring knee problem, and Moore
is playing her first major college
ball after a two-vear career at Mesa
Junior CoJiege in Arizona.
"As long as I don't let it get to
my head, it won't bother me," said
Reinert about her knee.
"I was petrified when I came
here," said Moore, but now she
said she feels a little more comfortable.
"\\'hen I first came here I didn't
think I was in the same league with
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'l'UE BAJI'A'I FAITH unifies humanity,
Info; Box65, UNM.
12/15
PRFJGNANCY TFJS'riNG /J; COUN·
SEUNG. Phone 247-9819.
tfn
COME TO UNM Ballroom Dance Club's
fabulous fall formal, December 6th
from R: oo p. m.-12: 00 a.. m. In SUB
Ballroom! Advance ticket sales: $3.00
m••mbers, $5,00 non-members. (277·
5574 or881-3087).
12/5
ACCUitA'l'E INFORMATION ABOUT
contraception, sterlllzatlon, abortion,
.]~lght to Choose. 294-0171.
tfn

Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room 131
8:00-4:30 Daily

1.

2.:..._..:L:.:::O:..:::St=-=&:....:F::...;o:::.:un=d=-LOS'J'; LARGE BLACK dog; star on
chest. "Shem", 242-4531,
12/5
LOST: TRIANGLE CLIP earring/large
green
stone;
near
Carlisle
Gym/Ortegll. 344-3696.
12/15
LOST: LONG HAmED, white, female
ctog, Brown face, brown spots on rear.
Collle/Shepherd mutt, Medium sized.
"Weed". Call265-6329.
12/5
LOST: ONE BLUE Etonlc running
shoe. Reward. 265-1470.
12/15
J?OUND; 1.'niPLE l.ENS glasses nea~
Mitchell Hall on 12/4. Claim at 131
Marron Hall.
12/15

Personals

IIAI'I'Y IIIRTIIDAY !'.lARTY. !',ovc, M
& M.
12/5
TO SANDRA: ·TWO places at the same
tlnw.
12/5
woi'L·n-;rliJ.}' omL who told me what
lim<' It was at 3:10p.m., Tuesday, on
('t>nlrul across from Johnson Gym,
!'"'''"'' I'Onlact me at Box 2034, Albq.,
~7lll:l. You wor·e n~d pants and a green
•htYJlark.
Please,
gpt
In
tmll'lL\VAIJ.FJU TtOCK 'N Hall at the
li11~'H
Br·rath. Through Saturday,
ll<'!'l'mher Oth,
1215
ts Ti-:xAs'P'AViN'<i'?' -xr..
12/5
u.n. ..\¥~:-m:Ait[) yollw;,re'!antasttr!
(,;tt trtll''? P,l.fl
12/10
HAI'I'Y.ulwrliu,\¥-m.s-,lnday Mary
K<'llls. r,ovr. Guy.
12/5
l't:!l cni=-i;·l't)- . IU~AitD you lm
•·luuure<l. What happened to lh<• gtrtln
IJH>
I>onnnvon
wind
tunnel.
-Al<•xnndor.
12/5
w,\N1;f.1IJ: TWO SI'GAJt Bowl tickets,
Pt·gently, Buy/trade. 290·1794.
12/5
~n<ii~a..I:if-·1.:, AUE you tunt!11g
.JtL~'llll)S(•? r renUy think so. Onu.tawa
Kawaldosu. J.R.
.. .
12/5
nJ.:~uH:iNE·-F:X'i~ENSION,
lioN·
et;P'riONS Southwest has extended
tlw submission deadline to January
J6. Bring original art and Utentture to
Marron Hall 131. We consider only the
worl< uf IJNM students • .racuJty, staff
nnrl alumni. Call Leslle, 884·5123
evenings for more Information. 1/19
fiio:· OOOH LUCRI Go and be an
unlmnl! Also good luck on the bet!
Love, B.C.
12/5
iii)J)- A YEAit Is n long time, but Its
beNt funtastlr. I love you so much.
Slay rule Bobbalou. -Jtll.
12/5
CllltiS'l'MAS l'OINTSE1'TAS-SALE,
SUB, Wednesday, Dect\mber 10th,
11:00-3:00. Santn Marla El Mirador
Home For the Developmentally
lltsnbled. Alcalde, N.M.
12/10
JIAPI'V 20'J'II NtJXT week, Scotchle
Bc•ar! You'll be a young man soon,
12/5
SJ> AZi'DoN'T-FORGE'l' the sllk ropes
fur Saturday night. Love, Miss
l11!fervesceuce.
12/5
,j()Y('J>JJRO "WJUW TJIE profession can
nn long:rr ('Vade anomalies that
,;ubv<•t-t the existing tradition of
"''il'lttlf!c pr,.rtlc~ • then begin lh!!
••xlraordltinty Investigations thatlend
thr profession at last to a new set of
f'onunltmPnts- a revolution". TKuhn.
Gary1.
12/6
siu t'TAJI, <lltfJA'fEST snow on Earth.
('arlton Hotf'I-Located In center of
historic Salt Lake. Totally r·emodeled
with cable t.v. Rates: $10.00 to $21.00
single and $21.00 to $24.00 double.
Special group and weekly rates
available. Only 11,0 blocks for bus
service to slx ski resorts. Rent-a-car
on Premises. ShutUe service to and
from "lrporL C.all (801 I 355-3481 for
fUrther Information and reservations.
1/19
,JENNY, I NEVER see you on the bus
anymor·e. I'm dying of a broken heart.
Take the bus. Greg.
12/5
PASSPORT AND IDENTIFICATION
photos. 3 for S5.00!! lowest prices in
town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE.
tfn
TliE LOBO HAS just received a small
number of movie poster~ for first
family. Pick yotn'S tiP free .tt room 131
Marron Hall, B-5.
12/15
SHITEXAS TODAY.
12/5
JSU llllilhJKAH PARTY. Friday, 8:00
p.m. Internatlonttl Center. 1808 Las
Lomas. Dreldle gambling, polato
latke, etc., and dessert potluck. 12/5
CONTACTS??
POLISJUNG7?
SOLUTIONS??
Cll.lley
Optical
Coml)nny. 265-8846.
tfn
TEN CENTS/WOTtD. Get your Holiday
messages In the Lobo. Now tll12/15;
atahnost 40 percent off.
12/15
ASA GALLERY IS having Its finn! show
of the semester! Featuring mixed
tnedla work In the malngallery nnd
photographs by Ken While In the
small gallery downstairs. SUB south
end. Monday-Friday, 11•4.
12/5
PI PHI PLEDGES: Good luck on the
National Pledge Test! We love you!_
The Actives.
12/5
PIZZA CJTY SPECIAL. One slice of
cheese pizza nnd hot chocoHtte for
$1.00 wlth this ad.1Z7 Harvard S.E., 'h
block south of Central. Ad good
through December 7th.
12/5
liAPPV i 00'1' the new "fashion colour
gradient lens Unt" when 1 boUght mY
prescription glasses. I love them.
PayLess Opticians, International.
(Across the street from LaBelle's at
5007 Menaull. 266·2500.
lfn
ORIENTAL l!'OOD, CHEAP, good,
Also, a dollar breakfast:
eggs,

ve

'I'fO

potato~s, to~s~. jam, Jao-Jao s Place~

5000 Central S.E. 255-9311.
12/6
PI Pill'S DO It Bela at Moil moth Duo,
12/6

3.

Services

I~XPERIENCED

TYPIST, ENGLISH
MA, editor, published writer, IBM
Executive. 266-9550.
1/26
OUITAit LESSONS: AI.L styles,
Marc's Guitar Studio. 265-8315.
tfn
'I'Yl'ING, l'ltOFFJSSIONAI, AND fast,
884-7671 or 836·2220. Debbie.
12/15
CHRISTMAS CARDS/FRAMED pieces
calllgraphed,
only
$.25/address;
many colors. 268-8776.
12/15
llA 'rYI'ING SE!tVICE; A complete
typing and editorial system.
Techni<'al, general. legttl, medical,
scholnsllc. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
tfn
TYPIS1'-TEJt!'.l .PAI'ERS, resumes.
209-8970.
12/15
J}NGJ,JSII
TUTOR-WRITING
problems, CST. Steve Fox. 265-8675.
12/15
'fVPING: EXPERIENCED, SPEEDY.
IBM Selectric. 209-1355.
12/15
TYI'ING, TUTORING, LANGUAGE
sk!Us. 266·4567.
12/15
TVPINO-EXPEIUENCED ALL
phases CoUege work. 292-4350, 2937647.
12/1~
PROFESSIONAL 'J'YPIST,
IBM
Selectric.
Guaranteed
accuracy,
reasonable rates, Judy. 821·8007, 299·
7601.
12/10
IUNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM
Selectric 1 and now a mtoute Passport
Photos. No nppototment. 263-8515. tfn
•rYPING-TUESIS, DISSEitTATION,
reports, statistical. Call Annita, 2962519.
12/15
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING,
editing, data processing, delivery
service. 268-8776.
12/15

4~·~H=o~u=s~i~n~g~---TIIREE BEDROOM W/GAUAGE,
partly furnished, four blocks west of
University, $350/month. 242·4489, 894·
1079 after 6:00p.m,
12/5
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ln
four.plex near Carllsle and Can.
dclnrla. Carpet, drapes. $210, 268-5930,
12/15
ONE BEDTtOOM FURNISHED clean,
prtvate storage, _$170/month plus
utllltles. $100 deposit. 344-4135
evenings, weekends.
12/15
TlmEE BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE In
North Valley. $9500 CTL, assume eight
percent loan. Total price, $43,700. 266·
9757, .265-5230.
12/10
SHARJJ LAROE TWO bedroom house,
fully furnished, remodeled kitchen,
washer. dryer, Utilities Included. Near
Central/Wyoming. $160. 296·1427. 12/5
LARGE TWO BEDROOM, two bath
apartment, carpet. drapes, fireplac:e,
many extras. Near Carlisle and
Candelaria. $310. 268-5930.
12/15
TWO BEDitOOM LARGE, unfurnished
apartment, repainted, storage.
Avallnble January. $240/month. $125
deposit. 344·4135 evenings, weekends.
12/15
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share three bedroom home In N .E.
heights. Comanche nnd San Mateo
area. $175/month, Including utilities.
12/15
Cnll881-5298.
THE CITADEI.-SVPERB location near
UNM & downtown. Bus service every
30 minutes. 1 bedroom or efficiency,
frOm $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher & disposal,
r-ecreation room, swimming pool, TV
room & laundry. Adult complex, no
pets. 1520 University N.E. 243·2494. tfn
WANTED: QVIET, WOMAN graduate
student to share house. $160/uUiitles.
No pets. Taylor Ranch. 897·3521, Bob,
evenings.
12/15
COZY THUEE IIEDROOM house In
N.I!:. heights. Near park, school and
shopping, 897-2186, evenings.
12/15
ONE
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
apartment. 'h block UNM. 898·092i.
12/15
WANTED: TWO FEMALE graduate
students [o share three bedroom house
with fireplace In N.E. heights. $125,00
12/15
.J!Ius Utilities. 293-5781.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share three
bedroom hOme. $165.00/month plus¥,
utilities; cable t.v. 883·9401 TtUdy, 883·
9403 Nick, after5l).m.
12/15
SEARCliiNG
FOR
JIOUSING'I
Residence hails are your answer lor
maximum convenience W campus
comfort and economy In housing and
toad sorvtce. Space Is nvallable for
Spring semester, but apply early!
Inquire, LnPosada 201, weekdays 9-4.
Or, call277•2608.
1/23
EARLY lOOO'S VlOl'ORlAN briCk
bungalow In Hunlng Highland.
Completely restored. Two bedroom,
large living and dining room, sun)lorch, appliances. $325 plus D.b. 2084641.
12/10

ltOOMMATE TO SHAUE three
bedroom N .E. home, W/D, fireplace,
cable. $128/month plus part utlltties,
296-3030,
12/10
THnEE BEDUOOM HOUSE to rent/share. Close In N.W. Couple or
singles. $800 plus utllttles. 296·4841,
268-1004.
12/16
ltoOMMATE WANTED; SIIARE three
bedroom hOuse with architect. MUst
be exceptionallY neat and quiet.
$190.00 plus utlltUes, 242-1695; 255-5836
night.
12/1~
NOW OR NEXT semester. Need two
guys to share nice three bedroom
house with fireplace, washer/dryer,
821.0237. 294-4270.
12/15
HOUSESITTINO ANYWHERE IN New
Mexico, Going away and needtog a
very responsible woman to take care
of home? I need this situation for
Intensive study and work, Have ear ..
Call Laurie, 243-2314, between 4:00
and 6:30 please..
12/15
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS,
215 Yale .Blvd. S.E. at Lead. Studio
apartments near stores and UNM.
$180/month, free utilities, $125
deposit, six month lease. No children,
pets. or roommates. See manager at
apartment two or call242-8219 or 8835910.
12/5
SUPER SPACIOUS SPOTLESS two
bedroom apartment. Fireplace, 9ft.
closets, excellent furnishings, ln·
sulnted for quietness. $350, utilities
paid. No pets, childl't!n. UNM al'ea,
842-0925.
12/10

5. For Sale
FOU SALE: 1978 Honda Express, less
than 2000 miles, $300.00. 293·70113. 1/19
PAPERBACKS, USED, CHEAP, Much
fiction, poetry, other. 266·9550,
1/19
LEATHER HAT BANDS, $10.00. Hand
tooled chlldreils' belt, trophy buckle
Included, $10.00. Name free. Wester
Adult Styles, $12,00 up. Nelson Jones,
877-9691.
12/10
RANDALL POTT.ER'S WHEEl., $300.
Single French Horn, $125. Llka new
Conn Baritone, $300, 268-12Rf>.
12/15
GET USED IBM Selectric for Christmas. $350. 256-3991.
12/15
TillS COULD BE your ad; for only
$1.00! Advertise In The YUle Log now.
12!15
1071 TOYOTA FOUR door "sedari."RwlS
well, good body, new upholstery. "now
tires. 265·6914, 294-0497.
12/15
SUZUKI 850 STREET bike, 2500 miles,
excellent condition. $550. Bell helmet.
265-6914' 294·0497'
12/15
DESK AND CHAm. New. $25. Mornings
or evenings, 247·9842.
12/6
JIEXCEL
''HEXCELERATORS'',
185'S. Look GT bindings, poles, good
12/15
condition. $150. 266-3589.
HONDA CIVIC 1975, New l)alnt, .new
tires, excellent mechanics. 265·1711,
extension 2Z72 days. 2M-0011 nights,
12115
OLD FASffiONED KITCHEN lable,
$35. Chairs, $5 and $10. Five shelf
metnl unit, $15. Other items. This
weekend only. 266-7641.
12/5
69 VW BUG.Cali843-6971-Blll. $850.
12/15
EPIPIIONE GVITAn IN hard shell
case. $250.00, negotiable. Marian, 268·
105{.
12/10
IIITACHI STEREO; NEW, $250.
Bicycle, $50. Polish Amber Jewelry.
242-5673.
12/5
74 CHEVROLET NOVA. AT, PS, 350 V8.
Good condition, $1175 or best. 294·5172.
Joe.
12/5
GOLD A."'D SILVER, Top dollar. Call
293-3455.
12/16

IIRASS N~ BUCKLES for Xmas,
$6.00 each, two for $10,00. Most names
available. 877-9691.
12/5
WANTED; TWO SUGAR Bowl tickets,
Urgently. Buy/trade. 296-1794.
12/5
69 VW BUG, Call843-6971. Bill. $850.
12/5
CAR FOR SALE. Z77-2121.
12/15
JSU HANUKAH PARTY. Friday, 8:00
p.m. International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas, Dreldl gambling, polato
latkes, etc. And dessert potluck. 12/5
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL AND fast.
884·767.1 or 836-2220. Debbie.
12/5
WANTED: TWO SUGAU Bowl tickets.
Urgently, Buy/trade. 296-1794. 12/15
SASSON' JEANS, SPECIAL, $24.99
while quantity lasts. Selected dresses,
$9.99. Latest blouses, $9,99 or ]ess.
Discount Boutique, 4406 :1-fenaul N.E.
12/15
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS? No.
But , . . Get your holiday message in
the Lobo, at almost 40 percent off.
Now tll12/15; only $.10/word.
12/15
UNTANNED DEEit HIDES wanted.
268-4011.
12/15
BEAT THE RUSH. Get your skis tuned
up with pre-season specials. Action

Spa_ rts 7509 Menaul N,FJ, 884-5611.
'
.
12/5
LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS just in;
very few, very expensive. Still
available• Genuine mllllary field,
ntght jackets from $40,00. Kaufman's
West, a real Army-Navy Store. 504
Yale S.E. 256-0000.
12/10

9.

The Yule Log

HEREITISI "TheYuleLog"-foryour
Hollday messages. Only $.10/word. Do
It now.
12/15
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO one and all,
as long as you're reading this.
12/5
DENISE, BENNY, DIANA: Have a
terrific Christmas and a Happy New
Year! 0 Pickle".
12/6
TO THE COOL dt:rdes, Bill and Mike, In
room 123, Merry Christmas "boys".
K.P.
12/6
ANNA, MAY THE Rainbow People
always shine on YOU. Merry Christmas.
12/15
TWEEDLEDUM, MAY THE Pope
alwaYs be Polish, Ha! Ha! Merry
Xmas from TweedleDee,
12/15

:Y.:Y.¥:Y.¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥:Y.¥¥¥:Y.¥:Y.:Y.¥¥-:Y.¥¥¥¥ACROSS
1 Dither
5 Landed
9 Fishing boat
14 Youngster:
Var.
15- Lisa
16 Boat
17 Oversights
19 At the peak:
2 words
20 El Alameln
hero
21 Part of SMU
23 Silver
25 Lariat
26 Thoroughfare
28 Hinders
32 Sea spray
37 Vegas show
38 Eur. nation
39 " - Bulba"
41 Compass pt.
42 Retreats
45 Some cabins:
2 words
48 Follows
50 Wyatt 51 Skeleton
54 Ibsen's
"Hedda-"
58 Not easy

62 Business
63 Spanish city
64 Cessations
66 Nickel alloy
67 Admired one

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

68 Kin of aren't
69 Iron
70 Relinquish
71 Lodgings:
Eng.
DOWN
1 Mouth
2 Indonesian
Island
3 Piecing out
4 Horse opera
5 Friend: Fr.
6 Appear
7 Internal
8 Palate
9 Vehicle
10 Order
11 Against: Pref.
12 - Bay, Ore.
13 Retained
18 Church
assembly
22 Owned
24 Sour
27 TV part
29 Adam's

mate, el al
30 Trick
31 Notices
32 Vendition
33 Scheme
34 Wading bird
35 To's partner
36 Sweden's Erlander
40 Tobacco
43 Agitates
44 Some stories
46 Harangue

47 Censure
49 Amerlnd
52 Lombardo's
field
53 Dodge
55 Rlata
56 Lovely places
57 Music signs
58 Wet
59 Boy's name
60 Penalty
61 Walked
65 Small; SuHix

6..:...___.::E=m=p:..:;;l..:. oy"-m.. . ;.;;;..e;__;n;__;t_
WORH/STUDY POSITION open.
Department bookkeeper needed for 20
hr./week position. Experience or
AccOUnting 202 desirable. Call Katy
Ruhmkorffat 277-4832.
12/10
DESH CLEitH WANTED, Graveyard.
242-2757.
12/10
PART TIME JOB, graduate students
only. Afternoons and evenings. Must
be able to work Friday and Saturday
nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person; no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores, at5704Lomas
N.E., 5516 Menau!N.E.
12/15

7. Travel
PIIILADELPIIIA BOUND? I can help
you with driving and expenses. Prefer
a round trip leavlng around the 18th.
Please call Terl at255·2917.
12/15
FLORIDA CHRISTMAS, NEED ride,
even part way. Share driving, eX·
penses. Sharon. 344-2166, nights. 12/15
COUPLE NEEDS RIDE going east on
or after December 12. (Destination•
Florida). Will help with gas and
driving. Call Doug and Laura, collect.
983·2149.
12/5
MASSUCHVSETTS? CONNECTICUT?
NEW York, even? I need a ride to New
England for JOnas break. I can leave
after the 19th. I can share driving,
expenses, drinking, etc. l can _drive
anything. I'd like to take a scenic
route (vla North Carolina or New
Orleans for example) but anyway will
do. I may be looking for a return trip
around New Year's. Call me at 294·
7003 In the evening If you need a rider.
Thanx. -Josh.
.
12/5
RIDE ONE· WAY TO Detroit. Will share
driving and expenses, 898·8729
evenings. Can leave 19th of December.
12/15
IF YOU'RE READING this nd you
would have found a. ride If there was
one advertised here. Follow?
Advertise your ride In the Lobo,
tfn

8.

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

-

Subscriptions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall Room 131
or send $10 to:
UNM Box20, Univ.of N.M.,
Ai::-.., N.M. 87131

Miscellaneous

NEED CASH? SELL your class ring. Up
to$150 paid, Compare prices, 344·57~1.
12/15
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